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Abstract

SIMULATION ALM, one of several pension ALM techniques, uses Monte
Carlo simulations run under different scenarios to make financial forecasts of
pension funding systems. Since these forecasts are not based simply on one set of
assumptions, they help to understand outcomes that might occur from a range of
possibilities.
The financial markets model used in the simulalion requires not only that the
model conforms adequately to the real market, but that it also be simple enough to
make simulations practical in terms of time and cost.
Building on research done by Ibbotson and Sinqucficld (1976) of the U.S.
market and Wilkie (1986) of the U.K. market, this paper introduces a method for
modeling Japanese financial markets for long-term simulations, and examines
features for describing these long-term movements. Specifically:
For the three assets of stocks, bonds, and cash, after checking for and
determining the stationary distribution of rates of return, we estimated the
parameters for a time series model.
When constructing a long-term asset allocation, using a mean-variance model
that ignores this time series structure can lead to erroneous results.
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1. Definition of the Model
1.1 Outline of the Ibbotson-Sinquefield (IS) model
Ibbotson-Sinqueficld(1976) define their model for the following five
assetrctums.
&,: Stock (S&P 500,including dividends)
R8: Long-term Treasurybonds(20-yearTreasurybonds)
kc : Long-tcnn corporatebonds(High-grade20-yearstraight bonds)
R, : Risk-freerate(30-dayTreasurynotes)
k, : Inflation rate(% changein CPI)
Thesereturnsarc then brokendown into premiums and real returnsusing lhc
following equations.
ip =(l+k,)/(1+1?,)-1

: Stockriskpremium

r?, = (1 + R,) / (1 + i, ) - 1 : Bond maturity premium
& =(l+E,)l(l+k,)-1:
R,. =(l+R,)I(l+R,)-1

Bonddcfaultpremium
: Realinterestrate

The Rp, RL, Rd, Rr and RI obtained by these equations, the model is
estimatedby applying time series and cross sectional analysis. By working
backwardfrom the decomposingprocess,the predictedreturnsfor each asset
areobtained.
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1.2 JapaneseFinancial Markets Model
On the otherhand,the financial marketsmodel for Japanaims to build a
model for four assets.Corporate bonds are excludedbccausc there is no
corporatebond dataover a long period.
Rather than assumea multi variate structure wherein variables effect
mutually, we assumea cascadestructurein which variablesaredctcrmincdin
sequenceasshownin the figure below.
Figure 1 Structural Relationship of Variables

Nominal Interest Rate (Rf)

Stock (Rm)

M

Inflation (RI)

Bond (Rg)

1.2.1 On Rf, Rr, and RI (Nominal Interest Rate, Real Interest Rate, and
Inflation Rate)
The IS model first estimatesRr and RI, andobtainsRf from thesetwo.
This proceduresuggeststhe use of the Fisher hypothesis.In Japan, on the
other hand, while Asako and Mura (1991) find that over the past 100 years
the Fisher hypothesisdoesnot hold, the hypothesisis undeniablefor the post
war era and particularly for recentdata. Assumingthat the Fisher hypothesis
does hold true, the method of estimating expectedinflation becomes an
important issue. Using actual CPI values as a proxy for expectedinflation,
the explanatorypower of the time seriesmodel is diminishedbecauseof large
measurementerrorsin the CPI. As a result, the nominalinterestrate obtained
by addinginflation and real interest ratestendsto be more volatile compared
to forecastingwith a time seriesmodel of nominal interestrates.
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In this paper, we estimate the time series structure of the nominal
interestrate directly ratherthan from addinginflation and real interest rates.
To obtain expectedinflation, we use a moving averageof the CPI with
coefficients adjustedto maximize explanatorypower from the viewpoint of
rationalexpectationshypothesis.
1.2.2 On Rg (Return on Bonds)
When the rctum on bondsis dividedinto incomegains andcapital gains,
capital gains can be obtainedby multiplying the fluctuation range of market
interest rates and the duration of the bond portfolio. If we assumethat the
interest rate yield curve is flat, and that fluctuations occur only in small
parallel shifts, the bond risk premium can be describedas in the following
equation.Note that the bonddefault premium is not evaluatedseparatelybut
includedin CLL.

R,,=(l+R,,)l(l+R,)-l=-D(R,-R,_,)+~,+o,u,,
R,, : Bond risk premium in periodt
R, : Nominal interestrate (risk-freerate)in periodt
R,, : Bond returnin period t
Duration
CLr.
: Bond risk premium
(3,: Residualrisk
&, : White noisein periodt

D:

1.2.3 On Rm (Return on stocks)
Learning from the IS model, we broke down the return on stocks into
risk-freeandpremium components,andestimatethe premium model.
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R,, =(~+R,,)/(~+R,)-~=cL,+~~u,,
R,, : Risk premium of stocksin periodt
R,,,,: Returnon stocksin periodt
P, : Expectedvalue of stock risk premium
oP: Residualrisk
up,: White noisein periodt

2. Data and Analytical
2.1 Data

Method
.

2.1.1 Basic Data

For the analysis,we useddata covering77 quartersfmm March 197.5to
March 1994.Table 1 showsthe specific data seriesused;ratesof changearc
usedexcept for the nominal interest rate. Our reasonsfor choosing 1975 as
the startingpoint are:
(1)Structural changesin Japan’seconomy--theshift from fast growth to
stable growth, and from fixed to flexible exchangerate--occurredin the
mid 1970s.
(2)Inclusionof the oil shocksof the early 1970swould adverselyaffect the
estimationof the future market structure.
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Table 1 Data Used in Analysis
Inflation

: Consumer price index (overall)

Nominal intcrcst rate

: 1 -month Gensaki

Bonds

: NRI bond performance

Stocks

: Topix return data (including dividends)

index composite

Note: The analysis used raw quarterly data (not annualized).

2.1.2 Expected Inflation

Data

According to the Fisher hypothesis, expected inflation
raising the nominal interest rate. There are numerous

has the effect of

ways of estimating

expected inflation, including advanced quantitative models, time series models
and state-space models,
quantifies

as welI as the Carson

Perkin

survey results that directly reflect expectations.

that we are conducting a simulation,
As Figure 2 shows, the correlation

which

Keeping in mind

we chose the following
coefficient

method,

simple mcthod.

between nominal interest rates

and the CPI is highest in the four quarters preceding and following
value. We thus devised an index for expected inflation

the CPI

from the weighted

average of the CPI over this period, using covariance ratios as weights.
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2.2 Analytical

Method

The analyticalprocedureconsistsof the following steps.
(l)Estimate the single variable time series model with the Box-Jenkins
method.
(2)Estimatethe VAR model andcompareresults.
(3)Formulatethe risks andreturnsfor eachassetwith the estimatedmodel.
(4)Comparethe portfolio made basedon the risk/return results obtainedby
the time seriesmodel with the portfolio madefrom the ordinary stochastic
model.

3. Results
3.1 Test for Stationarity

Prior to the analysis,we conductedan ADF (AugmentedDickey Fuller)
test for stationarity on the data. As Table 2 shows,the stationarity for each
datais :
(1)Rp andRL can be verified stationarity.
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(2)Rf can be treatedas stationaryif we assumea relatively low dimension
of AR process.
(3)RI can be treatedas stationaryif we assumea relatively high dimension
of AR process.
Table 2 ADF Test Results
AR dimension RR
0
-82.6**
1
-75.7**
2
-58.1**
3
-60.4**
4
-74.0**

RL
-78.1**
-83.2**
-26.7”
-18.3
-21.7*

Rf
-9.1
-30.4**
-23.8”
-26.6*
-41.7**

RI
-5.4
-10.3
-10.2
-30.2””
-31.0””

Notes: * Rejectstheunit root processat the 5% significancelevel.
** Rejectsthe unit root processat the 1% significancelevel.
In this test, the distribution that should convergeis special, and a test
basedon normal stochasticprocesscannotbe applied.Here our decision
is based on critical values obtained empirically from Monte Carlo
simulation. Thus, we refereed the significance probability from
Fullcr(1976) study printed in the “Time Series Analysis in Economics
(by Taku Yamamoto)“.
All calculationsarecompletedby RATS 3.0.

3.2 Model Estimation with the Box-Jenkins Method
3.2.1 Auto-correlation and Partial Auto-correlation Analysis
We estimatedARMA(p, q) using the Box-Jenkins method. First we
obtainedthe auto-correlationsand partial auto-correlationsfor the data, and
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then determined approximate p and q values from those configurations
(resultsomitted).
3.2.2 AIC Test
For Rf and RI, which are assumedto have a time seriesstructure,we
observedAIC while allowing the degreep of AR to fluctuate.As results:
(1)Rf usesARMA(2,0), which hasthe lowest AK.
(2)RI usesARMA(4,0), which indicatesa critical improvcmcnt.

Table 3 Identification of ARMA(p, q) with AIC
p

q

1
2
3
4
5
6

0
0
0
0
0
0

Rf
-14.2
L-37 3
-35.7
-33.8
-31.9
-29.9

RI
-85.0
-100.9
-99.2
-107 4
A
-105.4
-104.8

3.2.3 Estimation of Parameters
We estimatedthe parametersfor the rctum components.
R,, = 1.512+9.427~,,
(1.35)
R,, = 0.295 - 5.10X(R, - Rftdl) + 2192u,,
(1.12) (-3.34)
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R, =0.121+1.485R,-, -OS6OR,-, +O.l83u,
(6.27) (15.62)

(-5.86)

R,, =0.032+1.418R,,-, -0.549R,,-,
(2.86) (12.60)

(-2.72)

+0.486R,,-, - 0.392R,+, + 0.1 Oh,,
(2.43)

(-3.47)

Note:( ) meanst-value.
3.2.4 Cross-Section

Analysis

We analyzedthe cross-sectionalcorrelationsbctwccn residuals of the
returncomponents.
Table 4 Correlation

Coefficients

-

u p-u,

%

1 .ooo

UL 0.071
5 -0.031

3.3 Model Estimation

3.3.1 Estimation

between residuals
-us-

1.000
0.036

1.ooo

with VAR Model

of Parameters

The VAR (vectorautoregressive)model which assumesa bi-directional
relationship among variables is often used for estimating not only the
structure but the relation of cause and effect around economics. In this
section,we estimateda VAR model for comparison.The model was estimated
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with the ordinaryleast squaremethod(the degreeof lag was determinedbase
on AIC).

Rff

1.312
Rlt
0.543
5.846
RP
RL.~ = i 0.359

0.027 -0.000
0.253 0.004
-0.374 -0.163
0.023 -0.060

-0.516 0.018 0.003
0.062 -0.123 0.002
-0.845 -1.563 0.115
+ : 0.302 0.188 -0.010

+

1.

f 0.060 -0.010 0.001 -0.025:I RP-3 f 0.191
-0.276 0.322 -0.012 0.026 R/r-3
-0.073
-3.351 -0.177 0.036 0.599 Rpt-3 + -0.640
\ 0.081
-0.181 0.001 0.375 ,RL~ -3
-0.883

3.3.2 Estimation of Scenarioswith the VAR Model
As Figure 3 shows,the fluctuation forecastedscenariosaboutRp or RL
is rathervolatile than the othersbecauseof the so-calledover-titlingcausedby
tight restrictions for cross sectionaland time serial relations. Consequently,
we don’tconsiderthe VAR model assuitablefor the ALM simulationmodel.
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Fig1 e 3 Forecastof Scenarios
‘’

forcast

3.4 Formulation of Risk/Return for Various Assets
3.4.1 Rp (Stock Risk Premium)
When a randomwalk processis expressedas a probability model, asset
price Pl at time 1 canbe expressedasfollows:
4 = POexp(p + Ozl>
zt: randomdrawing from a standardizednormal distribution in period t
Price Pn at time n in the future is,
P, = P~exp{ny+o(z,+z,+...+zn)}

ThUS

CUITl.RT+,,

the cumulative returnfrom time T to T+n is,

cum. RT+,, =np+o(z,+z,+.-+zJ
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The stochastic process of stock risk premium Rp is consideredto be
consistentwith those of random walk model. Thus, the expectedvalue and
varianceof cumulative returnof Rp is,
4 cum. RpT+,,>= np,
var( cum. RpT+,,1= nop2
3.4.2 Rf (Risk-free Rate)
Since Rf has a time series structure (AR(2)), it can bc expressedas
follows :
R,,, = Pf + 4JRfr +w$-r,-1+qr+1
For any arbitrary time in the future, RT+n can be calculatcd consecutively.
E(cum.RfT+,), the expected cumulative return from period T to T+n,
producesthe same results calculatedconsecutivelywhen the all error terms
areset at zero,andis easyto obtainfrom fixed information.

On the other hand,the standarddeviation of the residualrisk for RfT+n is as
follows:
efl+, = l++, -W,U~+~-~--..-W~-~U~+~
However, WI =-@~,WZ =-(o:

+@2).‘i’j = @l’I’j-l +@2Wj-2

Thus the risk for cumulativereturn cum.RfT+, can be obtainedas the sum of
the residuals.
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‘fl+i

=

‘JT+l

+ {Cl

+b-w*

-

Wl

)‘/r+l

+ ‘fr+2

-v2)5-T+1

+{.

* .}

+{

(l-w,

1

+hfJ5T+2

+++31

-~2-...-uI,-1)ufT+I+..+bdu/7+n-1

=

$[

‘-Sjvj)

+u/T+,

I

‘jT+r

3.4.3 RL (Bond Premium)
Bond premiumRL was modeledas follows:
RLl+l = PL -h,+,
- R,)
+ oLuLr+l
Cumulative returncum.RT+ becomes,
RF,, -Rfl)+oL(z,
cum. RLT+n

+z,+-..+z,)

Thus the expectedvalue andvarianceof cumulative rctum cum.RT+, are,
ECcum.RLT+,,)=wL-DMRfl+,)-RjTl
Var(cum.RLT+,,)= D2Var(Rfl+n)+not
Rememberingthat
f++, = u/T+n-WIU~+n-l-...-Wn-lUfr+l

= D’Var(Efr+,,)+n(Ji
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-++q;-,)+rzo’L

3.4.4 Rm, Rg, and Rf (Return on Stocks, Bonds, and Cash)
Having previouslyestimatedthe risk premiumsRp, Rf and RL, we now
estimatethe expectedvaluesand variancesof returnsRm and Rg, and of the
risk-free rate Rf. Since the expectedvalues can be obtainedwith a simple
addition,we look only at the variances.
Let us first look at the varianceof Rm:
V”‘(fim) =v~r{(l+R,)(l+Rf)-l}
,v,,(a,)+v~r(R,)+Cov(~,,~~)
Here,
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Since upt(residualof stock return) and U;,(residualrisk of risk free rate) arc
white noise,the expectedvalue is zero. If upl and $I are independent,their
value when multiplied together will still be zero. As Table 4 shows, the
correlationbetweenuPl and $, is -0.031,or almost zero. Moreover, while we
did not measurethe covariancesof lags such as COv( Up,,Ul,-, ) , if we assume
them to bezero,then

Similar to Rm (stocks),we assumeRg (bonds)to have a covarianceof zero
with Rf (risk-freerate).

3.5 Optimal Portfolio SelectionSimulation
3.5.1 Risk/Return Estimation
Based on these formulae, we obtained the risks and returns for any
future time periods.For example, we estimate over 12 quarterscumulative
risk/returnas Table 5.
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Table 5 Risk/Return

(over 12 quarters)

of the two models

Estimates

Time SeriesModel
Return Risk
Stock
37.47
33.13
Bond
17.30
9.93
Cash
14.82
5.61
Correlation
Stock-Bond 0.096
Bond-Cash 0.565
Cash-Stock 0.169

COLLOQUIUM

Old Model
Return Risk
43.64
33.03
27.72
8.66
20.04
1.97
Corrclalion
0.273
0.235
-0.028

Note: The old model parametersareestimatedfrom the monthly data whose
stochasticprocesswould be accordingto randomwalk.

3.5.2 Constructing

Efficient

Frontiers

We built and comparedoptimal portfolios using the predictedrisks and
returns (Table 5) of the time seriesmodel and the old model over the next
threeyears.
Figure 4 Efficient
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Figure 5 shows a comparisonof assetcomposition ratios obtainedalong the
cfficicnt frontierof eachmodel.
Figure 5.1 Time Series Model
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Figure 5.2
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4. Conclusion

In this paper, for the purposeof use in pension ALM simulation, we
estimatedan assetreturn variable model for Japan’sstock and bond markets,
nominal interest rate, and inflation rate using the Box-Jenkins method.
Furthermore,based on the time series model we estimated, we estimated
relatively long-term returns and risks, and built an optimal portfolio to
compare our results with those obtained by conventional simple
mean/variancebasedon the randomwalk stochasticprocessassumption.
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To use the single variable time seriesmodel rclatcd to the assetreturns
estimated here in an actual pension ALM simulation, the cross-sectional
correlation cocfficicnts between the model’s residuals are designatedas
constraints.This is how we expressthe fluctuating structurethat considers
the effect of variables each other. In the VAR model, the bi-directional
relationshipstructureamongvariablescan bc directly estimated.But whenWC
look at the results of applying VAR, the relationship among the variables
tighter than when constrainedsimply by the covarianceof residuals. Thus
misunderstandingof the simulation results can bc causedby the fluctuate
scenariosforecastedwith the influenceof overfitting. When using VAR, it is
better to use a structuredVAR model in which any parameteris set to jrcro
beforehand,or the Baysian VAR model, which dchnescocflicicnt parameters
asprobability variables.
The group of single variable time seriesmodelsestimatedheredcscribc
the averageimage of the past, they are not reliable in forecastingthe future.
The applicability will be to use them considering macroeconomics
forecasting,make additionalrevisionsto the model parameters,and use them
while keepingtheir limitations in mind.
The optimal portfolio built using the time seriesmodel is quite different
from one built using risks and returns obtained by conventional simple
method. Leaving aside the question of which estimation method is more
accurate, the conventional method was found to invite the possibility of
producing erroneousresults. The reasonsfor this are as follows. In other
words, the return on short-termfinancing assets(short-terminterestrate) and
bond returns, because they express volatility that indicate a time series
structure,thereis a high possibility that they estimaterisks and rctums mot-c
accurately. Moreover, pension asset management, which assumes an
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extrcmclylong time horizon,considerationof this type of time seriesstructure
is an importantissue.
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